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EDUCATIONAL TESTS.'

WI*

CONTENTELThe development of mental testing Binet testaArmy Alpba tests--
firmy. Beta testtRecent group test*.

A decade ago intelligence testing was in its beginnings in the
United States. 'There were no standardized tests available except
those of the Binet-Simon scale. These tests had been used but little,
-and chiefly for the detection and' classification of the backward and
the feeble-minded. Goddard had just begun pioneer work in this
field, while Kuhlinann and Huey had added to the scant literature
that ura.$) just beginning to appear iin'this co'untry. Altogether the
important articles numbered scarce a score.. The *point scale of
Yerkés had not yet been published, Terman's. important revision was
still in the process of making, while group tests to measiire the men-
tality of numbers of persots simultaneously had not been thought of.

To-day all is changed. The programs of the meetings of psycholo
gists devote more space to the discussion of intelligence tests than to
any other single topic. When schoolnien and teachers meet, this
question claims their attention and ihterest, and in the schools'thein-
selves throughout the cpuntry extensive " testink programs," are.' con-..

, ducted and the results used for improvement in teaching and admin-
istration.

The devektpment and standardization of intelligence tests have
resulted in four main typestwo of,which aré far administration to
individlials and two to groups. These are.:

Th.e Binet tests and their revisions and additions..
2. The perfóismance tests for individual administration, including

the various form-board tests, puzzle.tests, picture tests, etc.
3. The group-intelligence tests of the Army Alpht typepaper

,and pencil tests for the most part of a linguistiç nature.
The group-intelligence tests of the Arm'Y Beta type, perform-

ance tests reduced to paper and pencil form, for use particw-
larly, though not exclusively,' in the examination of little
childreh, illiterates, and non-English-speaking groups.

I.--THE DEVELOPMENT OF MENTAL TESTING.

Definite and systematic attempts to measure. mentality began 18
yeirs ago, when Binet and Simon in 1905 published in L'Annde
rsychologique of that year. their collection of tests designed to (lee

f
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

termine the native intelligence of school children. These tests were
framed for the purpose of segregating defective children in the
schools of Paris from those of normal mentality, with the aim of
providing these unfortunate pupils with the instruction best suited to
their limited intellectual capacities. -Thus, like many other signifi-
cant ind far-reaching movemenis in psychology and education, men-
tal testing began in an attempt to hell) the subnormal and defective,
and has since spread until it finds its largest and most useful field
in the realm of normal psychology.

These first mental tests were not merely the outcome of a happy
guess or of a flash of genius. Binet's many years of exptrt psycho-
logical observation and experimentation achieved -their most sig-
pificant results in the construction of these tesjs. The first series
of tests were preliminary and tentative in their nature. Fiom ap-
plying them to children of various ages Binet found, for example,
what was the average attainment in the various tests of normal
children at various ages. This resulted in the constructiou of the
ihtelligence scale. of 1908. In this scale, groups of tests were ar-
ranged for children beginning with the third- year and continuing
through the thirteenth-year. The tests were arranged " according to
the ages at which the majority of children succeed in thOn." The
number of tests for the various ages varied from eight for 7 years
to 'three for 13 years, the most frequent, number being five. The
scale was revised by Binet in 1911, the year of its author's death.
In the 1911 scale thObe were tests for all ages from 3 to 12, inclusive,
a test for the fifteenth year, and a final test for adults. Undér each
age there were five- subtests, with the single exception of thp fourth

°year, for which only four Obtests .were given.
AlthougH the most extensive and significant work in mental test,-

ing has been done in America, tifé Binet tests were Allow in makiog
their appearance in this country. Goddard, then psychologist at
thee school for feeble-minded in Vineland, N. J., first learned of these
tests in 1908, tmd in December of thttt year published a brief account
of the tests of 1905. In January, 1910, Goddarr published an. ab-
stract of the kale of 1908. Go'cidard was at first extremely Criticalt
of the value of this scale: He says, " It seemed impossible to grade
intelligence in that way. It was too easy, too simple." However,
when the abstrut. of the scale was used he foind that it " was ta
surPrise and grafification.7 The classification of 400 feeble-minded
children at Vineland by the- Binet Method during this year "agrees
with the institution's experience," and Goddard became an enthuk-
laic' proponent of Binet'g scale.2 He followed 'his survey of the
llildrisn at Vineland by applying the tests to 2,000 normal childrei.$
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EDUCATIONAL MSTS.
e

Since the introduction of the Binet scale to America several im-
portant revisions and adaptations have been made. In 1915 ippearedthe point scale by Yerkes, Bridges, and Harawick, and a. year later
the Stanford revision 1:P Terman. Yerkes's revision is partkularly
notable becaus oi its method of scoring and the order of the presen-
tation of the tests. Among other revisions may be mentioned thatby Kuhlmann andtthe recent emendations by Herring. .

As has been -poiptied out alre4dy, the Binet tests were found in-
sufficient and inadéquate in certain particulars. Perhaps the chief
criticism to be brought against them, however, is that they are in-.
dividual tests, and that they can not be satisfactorily, given unless
the person who administers th test has adequate training and pow-
siderable practical experience. The fpct that these tests are 'indi-
vidual means Witt they muse be given to each child: separately. In
a room of 40 children this would require a Otal time for testing of
about 20 hours. It would further require a skilled person to give
the childn the tests, and therefore any attempt to measure the in-
telligence of a group of schoolchildren, such as would be found in a
town or city evn of moderate size, would necessitate an-amouni of
time and an expenditure of money that would segm in many cases
prohibitive. When a.few children are to be-tested for specific repsons,
the Binet tests may be advantageously employed, but when the in-
telligence of all. the children in a school system. is-to be surveyed,
then another 'Instrument for measuring intelligence must be found if
possible. Siich an instrument now exists in the various group tests
to-day available for testing ,the intelligence of all children in our
schools from the_ kindergarten through the 4igh school,tand indeed
for mature students, irk colleges and professional schook

While the development of intelligence tests, based on" the pioneer
worlmof Bind, was goipg on, psycholokists were employing various
tests to discover how individuals differed' in certain physical and
mental: capacities. The study of individual differeitces, begun by
Galton in England, was made knoNyn in this country in the last
decide of the niileteenth century, latgely through the wark of, James
McKeen Cattell, then professor of psychology in the Univ-ersity of
Pennsylvania and later of Columbia Univ6rsity. Cattell gave
Psychological tests of the -sensory and motor type .to stpdents at the
University of Pennsylvania and later at Çolumbia University. The
a'rticle by Cattell)I'und Fairand app. earing in tlie Pdychological Re4.

. view more than .a.quarterr of a cent ago ghres ail ineeresting state-
went of this *ork and the -results achieved. An eiamiation of
Cattell's tests show.s that they cope= themselves hugely with swory,
discrimination and rapidity of reactiolf. Likewise immi3diatemeMo
ory. .(Memory span) is tested 1* fihiding thd number of 'Were
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4 BIENNIAL SURVEY OP EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

subject remembers at one hearing. Ability to estimate space is deter-
mined by a test requiring the bisection of a line of 50 centimeteis;
ability to estimate time .is tested by estimáting a 10-second interval.
A judgment of least noticeable differences in weight is ajso included.'
In a later article by Cattell and Farrand we find a descriptipn of the
further extension of the work of mental testing as employed ,with
students of Columbia University as bjects. The tests used in-
cluded handwriting, visual acuity an color vision': auditory acuity
and perception of pitch, sensitivity of the skin, perception of weight,
sensitivity to pain, accuracy and steadiness of movement, reaction
time, cancellation of A's, perception of time and space, memory.

after-images,_ span, memory of length of a line preyiously drawn,
and mental imagery. In regard to the tests Cattell -gays: " Our ex-
wielace with these tests leads us to recommend that they be made a
part of the work of every Rsychológical. laboratory." .

These tests were given to individuals, of normal mentality. At
the same time other psychological tests of a somewhat. differe:nt type .

were being developed through efforts to train the feeble-minded.
Here the work of Sequin ciLn not be overlooked. .

In his work with children of law-grade intelligence Sequin found
the form board cif value. The form-board test has passed through
var.ious adaptations, but its essential character has been kept. It
corisists in fitting wqoden .blocks of various sl4pes info films cut
out to receive them./ The board may be very simple, or it may be
made as complex ..as desired, not only as to the shape and number .

of f.orm; used, but also in regárd to the blocks to be fitted, since each
block may be a single solid piece or composed 9.f a number of pieces,
in ,which case the pieces must themselves la fitted together as well
as placed in the proper form. A variation of this test consists of
a puzzle in which various parts of a figure or .shape are required to
be fitted together, as, for example, -*m Ihe Healy manikin pu'zzle.
Picture-puzzle tests have been largely used hi recent years ass per-

;formance tests. . In tbis type of test the various payts v# a *ture
are to be arranged in their proper order. in some ifistances a pi. ture 7

with parts omitted is given the subject, ahd he is required Ea-
plete the picture by filling in the gape with 'the prop6r blocks. An-
other type of pictuibe test consists in arranging a series of pijifres
'in 'such an order that they tell a pomplete story. A form of the
performance test that is now .frequently used is the " maze test."
This test was used eitensively 20 years ago, in ,the earlier da-ys of
animal psychology when the infiilligence of an animal, such as 'a
:whit rat, was- studied by finding how eatily find surely the animal
could learn to go through the passages of a maze and g6t to the cen-
ter where the ifood was placed, The mize, tett for detecting A4-
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. _ 5

feeble-mindOness is the- best adaptation of this test. The maze test
when used with human beings is a paper and pencil test of the per-
formance type. 'The nrize is printed on -a sheet of paper, and the
person tested is required to trace with a pencil the correct way, of
going through the maze. The form-board test and the various pic-
ture-puzzle tests have also been adapted to paper and pencil use, but
neveftheksF: retain essential characteristics ti,t) performanCe. tests.

The perfaiimance tests, like the,Binet tests and the tests employedby Cate11, were originally of the individual type and required a
large amount of time in the aggregate for their administration as
well as expol skill on* the part of the person giving the test. The
great advaire in .the technique of akiministering intelligence tests
came when 'these tests were. so constructed as to enable them to be
'given to groups of individuals rather than to iersons <me at &time.
Group testing, although practiced to some extent before 1917, owesits chief impetus* to the formulation of the so-called Army testathat were emplfyed on an extensive scale after America had entered
the World War.

At this iime the various attempts at intelligence: testing were
brought to a bead in the construction of. the Army Mpha 113ental
examinations for the literates' and the .Army Beta- examinations for
the illiterates. The -Ar4. tests were the .first instances of paper
and pencil tests that were applied to groups of inclividuals on an
xtensive scale. The Alpha, tests trace their origin more or less

-directly to the various psychological tests employed to determine
individual aifferenceg, and to the Binet tests and their variovs re-visions: The Beta tests were more closely allied to the performance
'tests previbusly mention.0d, but were. adapted to the paper and pen-
cil form, and were designed, lilre the Alpha tests, for measuring gie
mentality of those tested in gioups rather than through individdal
examinatfons.

The results of the Arnif tests were so. satisfactory that ofi the
-conclusion of thee armIstice they were made public, and the Army
Alpha was given w¡dely in schools, colleges, and universities during
the year 1919. Prior to this time, in the fall of 1918, the so-called
Brown University test. was given to the mén in the Students Arniy,
Training Corps and the naval unit at -Brown. It has silwe been
continued with all entering Oasses at that institution and is nov
its fifth-year of trial. This fact, is mentioned becadse it would.seéni
to be the first .group int,ctlligente test to be consistealy itnd con-
tinuqusly used and standardized. It precedes somewhat, in- point.
ofilme, the 'various group tests that have been devised and published
during the last threé years, in all numheiling nrly 40 separate
tests. ç.. .
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BIENNIAL SURVEY OF EDUCATION, 1920-1922.

11.--THE BINET TESTS.

The Binet. tests RS they exigt in their ,matost careful and comprehen-
sive revision and extension are knoR i as the Stinford-Bin&, and in
their present form are the -vork of Lewis M. Terman. .The Billet
scale as perfected by its author is composed of 54 tests. The Stan-
ford revision consists go'f 74 main tests and 16 tdternates-L90 in all.Thre are 36 tests not fotind in the. original. Binet scale. The present
character of intelligençe tests owes so much ti). the Billet test and its
revisions that it will be of assistance to describe in some detail the
nature of the .Stanford-Binet.

This scale like its prototype has a series of tests arranged for va-
rious years. Terman speaks of ihem as "stunts, or problems, success
in which demands the exercise .of intelligence." This description
while fairly good is not entirely accurate, since m^,ny of tile tests
included clearly involve no. problem in the generally accepted snse
of the tell'', being based on recogfiition of familiar objects, on siinple
associations, and on *acts of skill. Still others require concentrated
-attentioù 'and *memory for immediate impressions. In all roughly
less than half involye comparison, judgment, and reasoning.

In the Stanford-Binet, there are six main tests for each year from
3 through 10. There are eight, tests for the twelfth year- and six for
the fourteenth year. An average adult and a.superior-adult level are
included, each with six main tests.

Neu,
The Stanford-Binet, like its original, begins with simvle test8 to

dAitenit7i the child's knowledge of common objects in his -environ -ment. The cilia is asked to poiiit to his nose, eyes, mouth, hair; to
name familiar objects, to enumerate objects in a picture, to give his

.8ex, and to tell his last name. In later yearshe is asked to name
colors,- to djstinguish between his .right and left hand, to discover
what. is missing in a mutilated picture, to recognize familiar coing, to
tell whether -it is morning or afternoon, to name the days of the
week, to tell the month; the day of the month, and the year, to give

the .meaning of words in a series of vocabulaiies progressing in- diffi-
culty for the various mes tested, atid the like. Tests of this character
clearly do*not inyolve a mental ability beyond: that of the perceptive
and associative processes of the human mind, and they are defiilitely
dependent on the experiences of the child in school and o4. No men-
tal ingenuity pf á high degree of complexity, no, rational processes9f a developed sort ar9, here .denlandpd. These tests seek primarily

ihe child's range ot information.
In thelésts Qf the third year is tiund a simple memory-span test.

The child is- 00 to repeat such a sentence as, " In summer the
sup ig hot," itA41teivnatiire test to rep6at -three digits as, "A',
2." The meifAllsispin test,appears in various forms at. Other levels.
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EDUCATION AL TESTS.

.The child of 4 is required to repeat 4 digits, or as ail alternative
test 12 to 13 syllables. At 6, he is required to repeat 16 to 18 sylla-
bles; at 7, 5 digits, and as an alternative test to repeat 3 digits
bnckwards. At 8, an'alternative test requires the child to write from.
dictation the sentence, " See the little boy." At 9, one of the tests is
to repeat 4 digits backwards. At 10, there are' two alternative testa
of the memory4span type, one to-repelit 6 digits and a second to re-
pat from 20 to 22 syllables. A test for the twelfth year requires the
repetition .of 5 digits backwards, while an alternative for the four-
teenth year requires the repetition or digits in the order of orig-
inal presentatidn.

The average-adult test bas the requirenient of repeating. Ò digits
backwiards, or as an alternative 28 syllables; while the superiór-adult
test rehuires the repetition of 8 digits in the order of preseritation
and. 7 digits backwards. Tests of this type have been used- by
psychologists for many years, the general conclusion being that .there
is a fairly close relation be.tween iinmediata-memory ability and
school attainment. -A memory test of a somewhat different type is
included wider the tenth year. A brief rilport of a fire is read and
the child is required to give back the essential.ideas.1- A mori comp
plicated test of this type is placed as the superior-adult level.

In the tests for the fourth year there appeArs ihe attempt to
measure the ability of a simple act of skin, the counting of epennies;
at the six-year level the requireinent is to' count 13 pennies, while
at the eight-year level th is required to count from 20 baCk
to 1. Such tests a S these require a degree of attintion, but little of
a high intellectual type.

At the fourth-year level the child is requited to copy a square; at
the seventh, a. diamond; and at the tenth, to draw desigis from
memory.. These latter may be-considered not bnly as a test in coin-
preheilsion of details but a test in execution as well. ^The 'Bind scale
is weak in tests of this type. Indeed, it has been scritici4d because
it is very largely 'verbal and include's very .few :*performance, tezto.

thoi-oughgoing performapce test is included -in the sixth years-
when the child is required toAie a bow knot ifter being sh6wn a
model. One of the alternative tests for the tentbi y4r is the Ifeji4
and Fernuld form board. In the eighth and twelfth years is found*
the bill-and:field tést. (original with Terma,n). Here the child is
required to indicate-by drawiiig lines how he would attempt to boeate
a ball lost aniid the high grass of a circular Aéld:- This test includes
.not only. performaAce 'but the perfecting of a plan, awl máty be -ow?:
sidered as one of a variety'ottests tdenianai.kig iaVenuity qnd judg:
merit.
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8 BIENNIAL SURVEY OF- EIATCATION, 192ft-1922,
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In the fourth year, first appear tets hniti ndj4i di:erly!inirtion and
on? pati4son. -The child is required to .compare two lines and tell
which is longer. In later years (fifth and ninth rge .is asked to
compare %(cights. At the fifth-nar level his aesthetic )udgment is
tested by presenting to him paired pictures and asking him which is
the -prettiet. In the fourth-yéar test. also, the° chiJd is required to
identify a form shown him by indicating anotherlike it. Tests re-
quiriii-g the detection of "similarities and differeneex on. higher levds
are frequently found in the Sta_nford-Binet, accompanied by require-
ments demanding knowledge of the meaning of words and verbal
comprehensi.on. Instances of tests to determine similaritie's are
found at the eighth-yeai leyil, when the- child is sked to indicate
resemblances between wood and coat, etc., a 2, between snake,
cow, and sparrow. Di fferencos in meaning 4re en hasized in the test
lor the seventh year, whim the child is.,asked to tell The difference
6tween a fly and a butterfly, and ft-ain in the test. for the fourteenth
year, when the child is aAed to point our the respects ik which a
-president and a kihg differ, and. finally for the average ¡that when
differences in meaning betw.een iii!stract terms are required. These
8ante-ppPosite4f test*, as they have been recently termed, appear in
'modified forriis in most intelligefice tesU, and they belong in a way
to the large group of ro;trolkd associ4tion tests that have long been
material for psychological experimentatioh. The opposites test in
particular dates back a score. of years, and has been found by many
investigators to show ratheis kligh agreement with other Ovidences of
inielligence.

Linguisticlnowkdge and disdrimination are furtlwr evidenced by
the vocabulaly testii already.spoken of and 6y a number of tests
involving to a degree abstract and logical abilities. These qualities
are called into play by the definitions tests beginning with t he 'forth
year. Ai this level of 'developmnt the child Is expected to define
such simple word's as chair, horse, mid fork, in terms of their nse,
e. g., Fork is to eat with.',' "Here, little more than simple association. is demanded. However, in later years, defihitions in terms of quali-
ties of objects, such as balloon and tiger (eighth year) d'nd 'pity and
revenge (t*e144-year)-, are reqiiired. In tiiis latter test., paiticularly,
the higher m60 and 'mental abilities are explvd.

:Verba2 fluendy on t4e bAsis of the simple associatiye pi6cesses,,is
again tested in th0 uncontrolkdassoofationtest measuring the " ffow
of ideas.'! . This test was mentioned in the psychológical literature
niore than 80 .years ago and 'tuts since been extensively iymployed by
ittvestigators. The subject is asked to start with -some word at agiyen signal and to litep on:saying words as fast as he can until he.
148 tbopght of, for, example, -a hondred,.or has ,boopied a .cooiin

r. of nOputs. .The test+is used in the',Stanford-Bhiet at tbe'
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EDUCATIONAL- TESTS.

tenth-year level when the child' is 'required t4Q think of Gn words in
three minutes to pass the test. A rhoning test, likeNN ;AI hwolvipg
verbal fluency, is found in the-ninth year.
Verbal ingenuity coupled with comprehension of meanings is

found in the so-called disserted-Rentenres test, termed in more
vent tests "Cusarranged sentences," given -in the Stanford-Binet as
one of the tests for the twelfth year. A sentence with the words
mixed up, as for example, "A defends dog plod his bravely master."
is shown to the child, and he is asked to put the words.in a sensible
order. A test involvifig a higher degree of linguistic invention, a
sentence constriktion test, is placed at the ninth-year leNel. Thrr
words are given, such as desert, rivers, lakes, and the ehild is asked
to put these into a sentence. This is a tesi that antedates by a mimic
ber of Years the Binet scale of 1905.

There are a number of tests involvirig comprehension and rational
ability in the Stanford-Iijnet not so closely indentifipd -with linguis-
tic knowledge. and fluency us those above described. Among these
may be mentioned the interpretation of the meaning of fables. This
TermanIcalls w " test of generalizatiofi." He is chiefly responsible
for its development. though it was first suggested somewhat earher.
A fable is read to the child, vas) is asked to tell, its meaning. This
test is for the twelfth year. It is also an item in-the average-adult
test. Another rational festiewhich may be considered to meuure the
practical judgkent is called in the Stanford-Binet a comprehension
gist. ft is gisen in varying degrees 9f complexity at the fourth,
tixth, eighth; and tenth-year levels. At the fourth-year level such a
question as the following is asked, "What must you do when you
are sleepy?" At the tenth-year level, one of the questions read,
" Why should we judge a person more 1:oy his actions than by his
wilvds V"

Another test some:tat similar to the foregóing, since it relates
t9 practical affitirs and involves an element of jOdwilent, is the
abitirdities test employed for the tenth-year level. A sentence is-
read to the child, who is asked to point out the absurdity contained,
in it, as for example, " Yesterday the. pQlice found thé ixidy of a
girl cut into 18 pieces. They believe that,she, killed herself." 'A
further test requiring the Ilse of reason in a similar degrtie is the facto-
problem *question for the fourteenth year. This tel islet follows:
" My 'neighbor has been halting queer visitort. First a doctor came
to his house, then a lawyer, then a minister. What (.16 you think
happened there;

Tests requirink the use-of tql;e reascining abilities in R still higher
'measure are the induction te8t also for the fourteenth yea* and Ole
ingenuity toot for the sujieríor adidt.
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4f.

The inductiOn teA consists in arriving I'd a rule from the presen-
tation of concrete. instances. The ingenuity test is as follows:

A mother sent her boy to the river and told him to bring back exactly 7
pints of water. She gave him a 3-pint vessel and a 5-pirit vessel. Show me
how the boy tan measure out exactly 7 pints of water using nothing but these
two vessels and not guessing at the amount.

Terman comments on Chits test :

This requires practical judgment- and a certain amount of inventive ingenuity.
! Poripal eduication Infhiences the test little or not at all, the unschooled
business men making a somewhat-better showing than high schOol students.

Two further tests involving rational ability should _be mentioned,
one the comprelzeitsion of physical relationships and the other the
problem of the enclosed boxes. Both are for the average-adult level.
The,first named is an alternative test. The subject is asked to draw
tItAi Path of' a cannon ball Pointed horizòntally and fired acrossò
perfectly llev'elafield.

The subject dis also asked what a bucket filled with water and
tipping the scales at 45 sounds will weigh when a 5-pound fish is
added. Quite frequently the persona tested will reply 50 pounds (the
correct answer) , but when tht, administrator of the test asks quite
seriously, " How can this be correct, since the water itself holds. up
the fish ?" The' subject may become confuseclAnd reply that he is
=certain or adinit that lie is in'error.

As a third ptqt of the physical relations test, the subject is asked-
if it-is hardertto hit a mark of a certain size at 100 yards (providing
that the gun carries foi that distance) than at 50 yards? The 'sub-

. ject must not only reply in the affirmative, but must give a satis-
factory reason forhis answer.

The thiee tests described abdve are interesting not only because
they involve rational proredhre of a fairly high degree of complexity,
but also because they invplve a knowledge of physical facts that
are or should be a.part óf eyeryday experience, as well as of the more
abstract tuition (if the schoóls. In the present-day intelligence
tetts very fiw of thge practical problems are emphasized, though
there ai E? some tests. that demand knowledge of scientific and.
meChanical facts 4 in a limited degree, a knowledge that most edu-
cated. persons spem to lack in a large degree. The/ second part of
this test is ir4eresting also hecttuse it measures not, only Imowledge
of physical fads ,of princiPles, but tio'd degrep theakbility.of the in.,
dividual to re8i8t.8ugge8tiot4 and confidence in hitpówn 'knowledge.
This aspect of the test at once suggests that a is in pari a ;ill and
Character test as well as a test 'of knowledge and intelligence.° .

'Bee particularly Thorndike's ExamItsat4lon for
9 .8.

Sen.Seniors and College Fresh,
men.

. f 40.
tyoto resist distractione Is one of the elements included In the %Downey will
03 ent tees that seeks tO ileum certain fundamental abarOter. qualities.
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. 11

The -second test of the problem type, mentioned above, that of
the enclosed boxes, is as folrows: The person administerik the testsshows the subject a cardboaid box and then says, ".This box has two
smaller boxes insidt, and each of the smaller boxes cont4ns one tiny
box. How many altvethér ?" The prctblem is further cornplitatesil
in subsequent questions. This test is. ,not only a test of ratioial
ability, but app'eals to the visualizing element as well. In the Stan-
ford-Binet a number of°visualizing tests are found. These are dis- °

cussed in a later paragraph.
In recent intelligence tests arithmetical problems have often been

included. . In the Stanfoin-Binet *such a test is placed itt the four-
teenth-year level. Four simple problems are given, and one minute
is allowed for the solution, of each problem. Intelligence is mani-
fested in school latkely as learning ability. In 9ne, sense, 9f the wqrd
the Binet te4s all measure learning itbility, since th`ey are based on
materials acquired through experience, and not a few through the
definite instructioì of the school, as for example, tests involving thet
meaning of words and the distinction between words, counting, mak-
ing change, arithmetical reasoning. There is, however, one test that
directly involves the ability to learn something essentially novel, andit tests this learning in operation, so t,9 speak. This test is one of the
six main tests devise4 for the average adult. The subject of the test
is shown a code consistingoof the letters of the alphabet 4rrangedin
such a way that each is representéd by a part of a geometrical figure,
formeing angles otvárious sorts. The subject is given a brief instruc-
tion in the code, and then is required tct wriee the Words, t#g Come&
'quickly," when the code is removed. This test 'has a certain siniilari4
to tin so-called substitution testa (to be ascribed later in discussing
group intelligence tesis), but it also involves the factor of memory,
hot required in thé substitution tests as ordinarily employed. Tho
factor of ;ual imagery also enters into the code test.

As alreadY stated, a number of the Stanford-Binet t,(4s are wholly
or iípart measures of the ability to vigualize, a rather specialized ea:,
pacity and not necessarily a mark of high mentality. The form-
board test,Trviriously mentioned, is dependent to some extent on vis-
ual ability. The clock test for the fourteenth-year level demands
congidtrable degree of visual imagination. I this the; subject is
asked such .a question as the following:
6

Suppose it js .0.22 o'clock, that it!, .22 minutes after 41 cán you see in yourmind where the large hand would be, and where the etpmail hand would 'be,Now, suppose the twi2 hands of the clock were to traide places, * * whattime would it then 111. .. li 0

4A still more complicated kind of visualization is demanded, in the
paper...cutting test for the superior-adult level. A. piece 'of paperabout 6 inches square is folded first once in the middle and,then
Again in the.middleg at right angles to, the fol
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notch is cut in the middle ôf the side that pre.sents btitone edge and
the subject of the test is asked to draiff how the sheet of paper will
look when it is unfolded. It is possible to solve this test with slight
use of visual imagination., by the atd, of abstraction and rational-
ization. However, it is primarily a test of visualization. A simpler
fore of a visualization test is found as early as the fifth year in the
" patiencè, or divided réctangle test." Itir this test two rectangular
cards are used, one divided into two triangles by cutting it along one
of its diagonals. Thé instructions read:

Place the uncut card on the table with one of its longer sides to the child.
By the side of this card * * lay the two halves of the divided rectangle
with their hypothenuses turned from each other * * *. Then say to the
child: "I want you to take these two pieces (touching the two trianglea) and
Put them together so they will look exactly like this". (pointing to the uncut
c.a;(1).

This test is interesting not only because of its appeal toe
zation, but because it has ill it the transition stage froni what may be
considered a pure performance test of the form-board type to per-
formance tests of the paper and pencil type, in whicb positions of
geometrical figures are indicated by drawing lines on paper. This
paper and pencil adaption of the form-board test is used exten-
sively in group intelligence tests (to be described later) for small
6ildren and illiterate§, Tf which 'the Army Beta test is the prototype.

A description of the Stanford-Binet should not conclude without
a description of the directions test. At the fifth-year level the child
is asked to execute three commissions, as follows:

Here's a key. I want yoq to put it on the chair over there; then I want
yôu to shut (or open) that door, and then bring me the box that you see over
there. Do you understand? Be sure to get it right. First put the key on the
chair, ,then shut (open) the door, then bring me the box. Go ahead.

This test involves attention to the instructions given, a compre-
hensiöii of them, and 'sufficient imnlediateilnemory to executé them.

Itis far less dependent on instriictiim in the schools thän the major-
ity of the tests we have discussed.. Tilie directions test, as will be
pointed out later, has in vitrious forms Veen long employed by psy-
Oiologists. It occupies an important place in the Army Alpha and
.Beta, and is found in many'of the group intelligelice tests now come
monly in use.

*A summary of the .nateure and %tope of the Stanford-Binet includes
Ole following important facts:

.

The types of tests Used, arranged approximately in order of
°their frequency, tire :

e(a) Range of information tests, designed to thedsUre the child's
tamilivity with: objectiii Of common experience, this' .knowledge to a
ofisiderabIe extent .pined outside of specific 'school instructions.

tsiii.cludeatm tiartet of the total
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. it
(b) Tests involving rational abilities, ranging from the most siinft

pie to the more complex. These include comparison of objects and
words. the noting of sfmilarities and differences in these, ingenuity,
ability to generalize, and ability..to solve problems. In these tests
are included the ability to form practical judgments and to'compre-
head and interpret physical relatignsilips. In all, nearly a quarter
of the tests are to be classified under ihis second head. These tests
are predominantly verbal and abstract in their nature and closely
related to schooling.

(c) Memory-span tests and tests for immediate memory of idea&
Nearly a fifth of the tests are of the memory-span type, and not
closely related to school progress.

(d) Tests primarily depending ons verbal flu4ncy And ingentiity.
These included a free-associations .test, a dissected sintence test,
sentence construction test, a rhyming test, and several definitions
tests. A considérable number of vocabulary tests (Primarily classi
fied as range uf information tests) might alsò be included here.
Further, the whole series of Binet tests is pronouncedly verbal in its
nature, and ¡n this particular the result is definitely dependent on.
schooling.

(e) Tests involving kriowledge of numbers and their relationship&
Here are included tests in countink, making change, etc.,' is well aa
the single test in arithmetical problem solving. These tests are*
largely .dependent on ,the formation of habits of simple skill rhost
commonly taught in the schools.

(f) Tests involving concrete visualization and eye-imagery.
These tests detect a rather special\ kind of ability that is not gener.
ally emphasized in school training. However; the school§ do place
emphasis on'that kind ofvisual imagery involved in the spelling and
recognition of words and_ symbols. This liger is, however, of the
abstract sort, and is not definitely tested in the Billet scale.

(g) Performance tests are lound in a few instances.* In these tite
individual is required to do 'something, as distinguished from know-
ing something.. In a sense All kinds of simple and ecomplicated skills.
are evidences of performance. ITore, however, the term is aPplied to
somethifig definitely related to manual dexterity, such a's tying a. bow-
knot, finding .a missing ball, and the execution of a form-board test.
As has already been said, Bach testkl as these are infrequent in the
Binet scale. A test .closely allied to this type is the diitectii;nis Wet.
(executing three 'commissions), discussed above.

(h) Other tests, occurring but once and -not as easy to dassify.
*under the preceding' analysis, are:

Detecting parts rn a mutilated pictifre (on the whole a range
of. inforination test).

IV( .

,Interpreting-the meaning of a picture ,(possibly to'be Oassified.
is it itasonitig
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Writing two words, according to a code preyiously studied (a
test for learning and memory).

Detecting absurdities in a statement (involving knowledge,
comprehension, and at times a sense of the significance of words).

2. The dependence of the tests gn the child's and par-
ticulaily his schooling is to be noted. This has previously been,

pointed out. It is quite clear that the validity of these tests is based
on the assuniption that children tested have all had a common ex-
perience, and hence that the differences are not due to differences in
training, but to differences in innate mentality. This important point
will be referred to and developed later, since it is essential in the
whole theory of intelligence testing.

3. It is an important fact to be noted particularly in a later dis-
cussion of the nature of native .intelligeripe that the Stanford-Binet
includes in its scale so many tests that are really the measure of ac-
quired ability, rither than an indication of abilities now in opera-
tion. They measure "the results of mentality in acquisition of

,knowledge and skill, much more than they measure mentality in its
immediate operation, so to speak. That is,,a vocabulary test shows
the product of previous learning, not learning in progress. The
same is true of a counting test, and the miiny tests that appéal pri-
maiily to perceptidns already formea. On the other hand, for ex-
ample, the memory-span tests, ingenuity tests, and the like involve
an active and alert mind, and build on experiences already acquired.
Nev6rtheless, all of these tests rest on a definite basis of acquired
expeisiences, and' only to a limited degree test experiences in the
making. This very important fact is characteristic not only of tests
of the Bind type, but of all intelligence tests so far devised. This
fact will be discussed at length in a later section.

III.ARMY ALPHA TESTS.

Since the great impetus in,group intelligence testing was brought
about.by the use of the Army tests, and since the paper and pencil
tests that are now in use are more or less . directly coustructed on
the basis of the Army tests, a brief analysis of these tests will be
helpful in an understanding of the tests more recently deviied.

First, in the constructión of these tests the following important
points.° were kept in mind, considerations that should apply to the
formulation of all tests of this general typé:

In the first place, the tests were so constructed that large groups
could be examined rapidly. Further considerations emphasized the
necessity of devising tees that should measure as- far as possible
native intelligence rather than acquired knowlitage and skill (i. e.,
mental ability rather than schooling") In, the third place, the tests
a.ttmpted to measure intelligence of low as well as oP high levels.

1110=10.1111.1111=1010.1.1.1411111.111MMINIlb

.1 Army Mental Tests, Yoakum $ing Yukio, New York, 1920, pp. 2 to 7:
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EDUCATIONAL TESTS. .15

They Were so constructed that those of poorest mentality cotild make
score of some sort, while those of the highest intelli&n viould

enabled to obtain a perfect score. It is clear that if on the
one hand any considerable proportion of a group tested received
zero scores that such a test would be an unsatisfactory measure of
the abilities of the group. It is equally clear that if a large pro-
portion received perfect or very high scores the test would be
equally imdesirable. In order that both of these extremes should be
avoided great care was takeii in the construction of these tests not
only to iNclude materials sufficiently _easy fois those of the lowést
mentality likely.to be measured, and sufficiently difficult for those 9f
the highest mentality, but also to make the time for administering
the test sufficiently long for the majority tested to have opportunity
to achieve scores up to their capacity, and sufficiently short to require
mental alertness for completion of the tests within the limits neces-.sitated by.the practical coinditions of the examination. A time limitof 50 minutes was finally fixed.

The tests were arranged so that the scoring could be objective.
Personal opinion in regard to the correctness of the answers given
was practically liniited: For each test and for each, subtest one
answer and only one answer was éorrect. Stencils (keys) to the right
responses were provided, so that ahy intelligent and careful clerk,
although he might not be able to 'obtain a high score could
grade' with entire accuracy any individual test, and would bé in en-tire agreement with any other similar person grading the same test.
Whet the fact of the enormous váriability in teachers' grades ofthe ordinary school examinations is rememberivi, this emphasis on-
objective scoring is seen to be absolutely necessary if reliable results
are to be obtained... Further, not only slabs objective scoriiig insisted
on, but complete unIformity of administration of the tests owas,also
required, a very important considesation in the 11% of all tests in .

which variims groups of individuals and various individttals within
a group are to be compaied.

Among other consideratiolls kept in mind in the construction of
the tests, 'the most important were that alternative examinations,
tests of the same character, but different in content,- should be prosb
iided. to prevent. the possibility of coaching; that there should be
requirgd only a minimum amount :of writing on the part of the hi-
dividual tested; and that the materials should stimulate' the intaesti. .

of those examined.
.

With these purposes in. mind the committee constructed a pre-
liminary. series *of tests, using in this work their knowledge .of men.-

..tal tests that had alrettdy beenemployed, and securing the judgment
of Competent psychologists as to the relatiye .values_.01 dips° preliu**
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nary materials. The next stpp -consisted in actually trying out the
preliminazi series and studying the scores obtained for purposes of
further- revision. When two'subtests were found that_ agreed very
closely in' the results secured this was an indication that one was
superfluous, since both apparently measured the same thing.' When,
on the other hand, a Nery slight relationship between a subtest and
'the total test/score was_found, this was taken as an indication that the
test in question was of little value in Iiieasuring the mental abilities
of those examined.

Another important consideration kept in mind by the ec;mmittee
in studying the results obtained in thek preliminary tests was their
so-called reliability, namely, Do the test results obtained on a first
trial agree witIA results obtained on subsequent trialsla very im-
pOrtant matter to have in mind in judging the value of tests of this
type. '-

After various priiliminary try buts and reirisións according to
these findings, a geneial intelligence test was formulated that .was
tried out in the fall of 1917 on about 80,000 men.in the United States
Army. As a theck on these results about 7,000 students in colleges,
high schools, and elementary 'schools were given the same examination.
Then more thin_ two inonths were- spent on the careful study of
these results.

The above somewhat detailed statement of how the Army -tests
were prepared is given in order to emphasize the fact that valid
mental tests aré not the outcome of individual opinion or clever
guessing, but are the result of careful and painstaking. study and
statistical treatment. Only in this way has mental testing advanced
to the position that it now holds, and only in this way can it hope
to develop further and become a more perfect. instriiment for the
gruidance of teachers and school admin istni tors.

Test No. 1. in the Army Alpha, the dfrectiom test, has been used
in various fprms in a number of the later group tests. Ih the Army
Alpha the test is .administered orally, as has been pointed out in the
above discus6on. In the more recent tests the directions are printed
and the subject follows these instruction* A 'further difference is
found in the -fict that when aaministered inothe letter manner the
instructions need not be carried in mind sincte they çan be referred to
from time to time. Thus a less degree -of mental alertness and a
Ininimum -of memory span is required.

Trn the Otis group intelligence scale advanced examihation, Form
A, the tests take the following form in connectiOn with the letters of
the alphabet printed at the top:of the' test sheet :

Direction 8. Write the letter which- follow:the third letter of the alphabet.
Dire(ition 19. rind/ the letter which in this sentence appéars a second lime

néarest the beginning. Write it; using a/ capital.
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In the Otis self-admiiiistering tests of mental ability a variation
'appears as follows:

If all the.odd-numbered letters in the alphabet were:crossed out, which would
be the tenth letter not crossed out? Print it

For measuring: intelligence among littlo children the directions
test is Aised generally in connection with pictures,T as, for example :17.

Look at the cat and the rat. Draw a line from the cat's"mouth to the rat's
tail, or

Draw a ring around the. mouse.

In the Smith College tests the directions test is closely modeled
after the Woodworth apd Wells hard directions test, an example of
which has been given above. Roughly a dozen of the most com-
monly used intelligence examinations employ_ in some form the
diections tést.

Test No. 2 in the Aimy Alpha is an.exercise in simple withinetkcd
problems. As has-been pointed out, a test practically identical with
this is found in the Stanford-Binet: In recently devised group
tests arithmetical problems occupy an important place, being in-.
cluded in nearly all the scales that attempt to measure intelligence
in the upper grammar grades, high school, and college. Clearly this
test measures intelligence through a specific skillful activity largely
dependent on schcoling. Even to a g.-eater extent tests based- oú
exercises in fundameRtals in arithmetic, not included in the Army
tests, not in the Stanford-Binet, but found in a number of group
intelligence tests for school and college, measure a specific attain-
ment in learning acquired in the elem.entary school.

Test No. 3 in, the Army Alpha is a common-sense or best-reasons
test. It requires firactical judgment of a very simple sort, but can
be complicated to include iational abilities of a fairly high order.
It is as follows:

Below are 16 questions. Three answers are given to each question. You
are to look at the answers carefully; then make a cross in the square before
the best answer, as in the sample:

Why do we use stoves? Because
Sample: they look well,

23 they keep us warm,
they are black.

Th4) best reasons test is found in about a third of the important
grobp intelligence examinations now in common use. Although it
is not definitely copied from the Stanford-Binet it relaies .itself
clearly to the practical judgment tests in this scale.

Bee:
Haggerty, peita I, Grades 1-3. .

Detroit Kindergarten and Detroit Fink Grade.0.

- Otis Primary, Form A.
Dearborn, Ora 6s 1-3.
Myers' Mental. Measure. 4 4.
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Test No. 4 in the Army Alpha is .a same-opposite test. Two
words are paired and after each are the words " smile-opposite?'
The wbject -of the test is to indicate the relationship of the paired
words by underlining either same or opposite,.as for example:

al 10 il= IMO IN MOW= 1111 ammo.. Im .0 MEMO" law MI= 1.sameopposite.
little m 410 Ml ft. anno ma IM 011 ONO 0111 MN.

Thi's test depends very largely on knoNyledge of the meaning of
words and thus is dependent ,to no small extent on schooling, asis clearly evidencqd by the more difficult parts of the test; for ex-
ample:

This test finds no exact counterpart in the 8tanford-Binet. As
has been pointed out, there are, however, various tésts in this scale
that have to do with likenesses and differences.

The same-opposite test in its various fórms is one of the tests
most frequently employed in the group tests now in cOmmon use.
At times it appears as a 'same-different test in which- the paired
words or objectsiilay be related through similarity or diffetence
(not necessarily opposition). For example, numbers, proper names,
symbols, etc., are printed in a column or on an entire page. In an-

-other column, or on a septirate page, those numbers, names, and sym-
bols that correspond with those in ihe first column are scattered
ámong others that do not so correspond. These former are to be
picked out and identi.fied; In examinatiofis framed for little chil-
droll another variation is found. Pictures are to be compared for
the purpose of discovering similarities of simple words; are to be
identified, and differences are to be detected in words brally pre-
sented.

Still other variations of this test are as follows:
Select from the parentheses opposite the first wórd the 4ord that has nearly*the same meaning and underlin4

Prolix « (tersè, profound, drastic., verbose).Underline the word in the parentheses that is the best opposite of the wordat the left:*
1. East. (north, west, south, pole, equator).

25. ...... (and, therefore, however, also, 11%).
An early form of the opposite test, still preserved in a number of

the present group tests, consists of a series of words after each bf
which an opposite is to be written." The objection to this form

irrommemoommioiro....

*Smith College testsi.Form 2.
*Compare : .

Chicago, Freeman it Rugg, Form B.
°Smith, Univ. of Montana, High School and College.

. Otis, Self-Administering, Higher Examination, Vona A.
Brown University Intelligence ICAmlnation. _.

*Bee) .

Mitntimeter i.
PreuelIndiana livniel itt¡rvbey Scale 1
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of the test is in the difficulty of scoring it objecii.vely since tile
indir:itlual judgment of -the person correcting the test determines
whethei a correct opposite has been given or hot. When, however,
several words following the stimulus word are printed in parentheses.
one and only one of these words din be correctly underlined, and
thus the scoring is independent of the personal equation at'
individual correaing the testoa very important matter in the act . .

tration of mental tests. In the form in which the .test is giveri in,
the Army Alpha the scoring is quite objective, but the opportunity'.
for guessing is great, since without actual -knowledge of the relation-
ship of the words paired, the individual taking the test nia-y. (and
on the whole will tend to) get half .of the answers right by, mere
chahce. This has made it necesary in this test, and indeed in all
tests where only two replies are possible, one right and the other
wrong, to score s'uch a te5t by subtracting the number wrong from
the.. number right. However, the justice of this procedure has
recently been criticised severely in a certain discussión.

The safest way probably is to provide in all tests a number of al-
teritative replies, thus making negligible the factor .of mere chance
Lu. the resporise.

Test go. 5 in the Army Alriha is the'disperanged .sentetwe. It is
as follows: ;

Below arr 24 mixed-up sentences. * * * Think what each would say if the
Worth; were straightened out, but don't write them yourself. Then if what it
would say is true, draw a line under the word "true," but if what it would
say9is false, draw a line under the word " false." If you can not be sure, .guess:

(a eats cow
: Samples horses fea thers ha ve ....true_.....
It is to be noted that this test consists essentially in the cortect re-

ilrrangement of the mixed-up words and_ not in the judgment as to
whether the statements resulting are true or false. The underliriing
of one of these words is merely to indicate whether the mental oper-
ation of reirrangement required has been...correctly performed. The
&mice saves time in respome and -leads to ease and bbjectivity in.
scoring. However, like tlie test previously described, the. chances
of guessing correctly are one out ofitwo.

This test, as has previously been pointed out, is found in the Stan-.
ford.Binet scale at. the twelfth-year: hovel in practioaly the .same
fbrem as it .appears'in., the Anhy Alpha.

'the disarrangectosenténce test is usqd in about a quarter of .the
most certimon group examinations. In some of its variations it
av6ids the fáctor of guessing Nund in its afmy prototype. . For ex.
&nil:4e, the* .Otis -self-administering .examination ,has the followint:
If the words 'below were arranged to make the best *tent*, with'. what,.

letter* vitjuld the lait iorst of the sentence end? Prin't,the letuir as- a éapitall,,
sincerity, traits, courtdirt. character, of, deeirable, apd, .)
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The 1rssey Inditina ental Survey, Scale 1, uses still another
device. A sentence of which the following is an example is given:) -"asked me way I girl the to show the."/ Then con'tes the instruc-
tion--" Put one line under the first word of the sentence; two under
the last."

The PresFey Cross-out 'tests. place among the words in the Ois-.
arranged sentence one not belonging there. The response required
is to cross out this misplaced word.

Still another vitriation in the form of a directions-test is in the
Miller mental ability test for grades 7 tó 12 and for college fresh-
men. Examples are:

Don't rewrite the sentences. Do what they .tell you to do.
This underline sentence.
&mum the a Dlace after word longest this in.

Test'No. 6 in the Army Alpha series is ~a .tiumber,roinpletion text.
Six numbers bearing a certain relation are arranged in order. -.It
is iequired that two numbers be added having this same relation-
ship. Examples are:

3 4 5 Q 7
6 8 le 18 36 -

No test of this exa.ct type is in the Stanfotd-Binet scale. Roughly
a third of the important group intelligence examinations have this
test in some form. One of its i'ariations as found in the Chicago,
Freeman and Rugg tests, Form B, is as follows:

A. 1 2 3 4 5 7 8. 9 11 12 13J. 84 54 30
-

In the Darborn tests. revised serie.s 2, gradee 4-12, this test ap-
1/4pears as follows:

Write numbers in the emp/yr spaces so that the Bumf will be the same if
added-by column up and down, or across by rows.

Example: 5 .

5 5
4 3

In. place of &its supply numbers to give answers as printed.
Eilaniple: 9 . 3 1

. f
*

4 9 *2

`

Test No. 7 in the Alpha series is a so-called analogies or mixed-
relation te8t.. is ai.follows:

In each of the lines beltrw, the first words are'related to each otheil In some`
way4 See what tbe relationship is betwem the first tWo words and
underline the word In the heavy type which is related In the same way to the
third word.

0

1. gun."..1 hoots *kni1Wtnn auto hat, bird
40. warm stun eoat
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Tbis test has no tounterpartain the Stanfordjflinet. It has, how-

ever, been known to psychologists for some tim being first used )3r
Binet in England in 1911.

A large number, at least two-thirds, of the important grouP ìn
telligence examinations iise in some form a mixed-relatipns test. Al-
though a considerable proportion of these folIvw the Army type, the
test appears in a number of variations exemples'of which are is fol-
lows:

Egg: Hird :: (?) : plant__......seed, shell, leaf, root
(Ofis Group intelligence scale advaficed examination).

Woman: Girl:: man: ?
(Pressey Iondians Mental Survey, Scale V.) (Smith College Teats.)

Underline the two words that have the same logkal relation to imch othet
as locomotive and train.

Station ahorse hub baggage bug6
(Thurstone's College Test.)

A variation in. Thorndike's examinations for high school seniors
and college freshriien (also in Srpitli's University of Montana high
school and college tests) consists of three geometrical figures to
which a fourth is io athiNI that bears tlie same relation to the
third as the second bears to the first.

The last of -the Army Alpha tests is a rang( of information teat.
It is as follows:

In each of tbe sentences below you have four choices for the lait word.
Only one Ot them is correct In ea0 sentence draw a line under one`of the
four words which makes the truest sentence. If you can nof be sure, guess.

Oft0

1. America was discovered by Drake Hudson Columbus Balboa.
40. Scrooge appears in Vanity lair The Christmas Carol Romola Henry

The Stanford-Binet has no test of this exact type, but as has been
pointed out about oneefourth of ihe scale is composed of tests of
,informational type. The range of info atiob test appears iù some
form in nearly all intelligence tests now in use. It is based entjrelv
on what has been learned in school and out and involves little of ing-
genuity and judgment. ITA Audition to the form in which it appeart,' .

in the Army Alpha. we find time viriations:
mr.

Pit a line under the thing that is the largest and a cross after the thing
that Is the !smallest-

Man
0ow . at.

. Ren
Dog

Cat

l(lremey Indiana mental survey, scale 1)
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.-la what- sports and occupations are the following objects used? Answerwith a single word.'

Sceuario.,_ Ilno Is

1

.+ ea mow 1 . OD 44.1. ANI am

tialyitrd_ . _ .

Casserole (Smith College. )Lilgt - _

1

Zitlfer -

L. Do dogs run? No.
40. Air judicial decisions eve! enforced? No.'s

Put a plus ( +.1 sign before each statement that is true and, a minus( )sign before each statement that is &rise.
1. ) A lae is bigger than a pond.

( A pint of.cremut weighs more.than a pint of milk.

WEI .111. .111.

In this.hist test cited is some chance for judgment Ad inference
in item 25. In'the Miller Mentld Ability Test this factor is still more
in .evidence, as shown by the following:

The word you underline must he a NOUN that may he an EFFECT of the
first.word: EDUCATION (high school, books, knowledge, stay).

In the Detroit first grafie and kindergarten tests, in which pictures
&reemployed in place'of words, the range of information test approx-
¡plates verS- closely the Binet originals. Examples afe ù follows:

ark two things we cut with.
Mark five things we die out of ihe ground.-

. When pictures of the crescent moon, a cup. and a sled are shown the exam-
iner-says to the child, " Show me the thing civic is up In the sky."

4`14%gairk four pictures are shown and "the child is asked Io point to the two:Pint Ihr that It Is summer. Here Inference as well as familiarity Is involved
144.4.* responEK.,

+11?

t. 9:y wayoof 4tiinmary it may be said that the eight tests of ihe
namely, (1) directions test; (2) arithmetical prob-

le*:(3)- ...beist-reattotts test; (4) satni!...pppogites .test; (5) disar-
oanga sétattèmes;. (G) -.nulabrO: comidetion; (7) mixed. relatiors; (8)
'range of iplortitation.,ihave: been extensively employed in variou4
forms in subseoent ¡Limp tests. ..Xot, one of these eight originated
in principle in the Army Alpha.. Te.sts Nos. '2 and 5 are copied al-
most. exectly from the t:-Bine 'tests 1.4os. 1, 3, and 8, °are
closely related to similár tests found in the Stanford-Binet.. Of ihe

.-reffiaining three tests 7 was Lievised ablut seven years before it
was incorporatéd into Army Alj)ha, while test No. 4 befongs to a

'still earlier ..eriod. e !lumber completion test alone pògsessed an
: Clement df novelty. -Tht contribuiion that, the Army..ilpha made to

the. development mentattesting *as not ip the 6f the,
tests' themselves, but in the fact that a battery of tes4 were arrangid
and standardized, ttipahle of beirq:givein to it large group of indi-

IlaigertY intelligauce examinations Delta 2; National lutilligenee wits. Salle B.Vora,L, !,
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a

viduals at the same time, find -of being rapidly and accurately scored
by individuals who need have io knowledge of .the tests themseikes,
nor ability greater than that of reasonably intelligent and mi.-
scientious clerks. Further, these tests are notable because they weregien to a very large group of individuals, RN demonstrated ulti-
mately tileir intrinsic worth as an instrurfient for di.scovering the
mental ability. of those tested and for classifying such individualsin such a way AS. to h At practical service in the organization ofthe United States Army.

W.ARMY BETA -TESTS.

As has been preiiously stated the Army Alpha test wily found
to_.he -applicable to only about 7 men out Qf 10 tested, since nearly
30- p(46 cent. of the draft Army could- not " read and understand
newspapess and wrO letters home:" For these illiterates as well asfor foreign-born mep who kntbw little English, a new type of test
was mecessary. Thiii was designated as the Army Bet.ii. This latter
consime4 of seven toms as finally perfected, altbough originally eight
were included to correspond to- Alpha.

The first of the Beta tests requires the ;object of the examination
to trace with a pencil the correct path through five increasingly corn-.
plex maies represented on paper. The maze kst was first used nearly
a quarter of`a century ago to measure the learning ability of white
:rats and other brutes. Later it was reduced to Ile piper and
pencil form 4nd used in experiments in human learning. 'Fo7day it
is found in a number of group intelligence examinations, fóllowing
.in thistréspect the form used in the Army Beta " or a variation
containing the essential principle. This test, requires foresight and.

-planning and can be varied from' a simple problem-solving test to one?
of great complexity.

The tiecond test in Beta is styled cube-cm/yids.. Sixteen picture8
of cubes arranged in pile4 are shown, the subject of the Wet is
required to indicate the number in ea e, varying from 2 to 50.
In the first four piles, all the separate blocks can be seen on one or
more of their faces. As the number increases, the blocks entirely
hidden become. more numerous. Thus this becomes próblem in
visualization of an increasing degree of complexity. When visualiw-
zation fails, inference and reasoning V are necessary. This test
is closely related in principle to a number of the tests found in
the Stanford-Binet. Visualization tests in various forms are eno$
ployed in recently devised intelligence . tests. Pearborn, §eries
grades 4-9, employs this teat in the Beta form. , In his priniary axis

See :-
Ilentim .2; Dearboris der 2, grafts 4 to 9.
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amination he has a visualization and a mazs test. The map' of a
town is presented ana the child is required' to trace his way from point
to point according tó directions. WhipRle's Grammar Grades
examin0oh has a paper-folding test. Otis in several of his exam-
inations 'uses geometrical figures ás the basis of a te'st, and in his self-'
administering test he has the following:

If the following words were seen on a wall by looking into a mirror on an
opposite Wall, whiCh word would appear exactly the same as if seen direCtly?

. 1. 0111'6, 2. SAW, 3. NOON, 4. MOTOR, 5. ................
The third Beta test is given the title, X-0 series. It is essentially

a synibol series completion test, in principle the same as the number
series completion test in Alpha. Like the other tests in the Alphae
and Betasxaminations it begins with something'very simple and plo-
gresses in ttmplexity. There are 12 separaté items.

%No. 1 is :

X X X
..

.p

X
,

X X xlo x 21(111x.x1x1x1oiololxIx10-71 1 1

In one there are five blanks to be filled in with symbols in accord-
ance with the pattern found in the first seven spaces, while in No. 12 %.

th6re are 10 blanks" to be filled in according to the pattern found in
the preceding 20 spaces. As already pAinted out-in

.
the discussion of

Alpha, the number series completion has been used frequently in re-
,cent group examinations.

The fourth element in the Bait series is tile digit symbols test. At
the top of the test are arranged the ordinals from 1 to 9 inclusive, and
under each is placed a simple symbol, an 0, an X, a U, a' dash:an
equality sign, etc. Then follow four rows a digits arranged in ir-
regular order with blank splices under each digit. The test requires
the plaCing of the appropriate symbol under each digit. This is one
of the various forms of the key substitution test, an example of which
has alreitdy been indicated-in discussing the code test for the adult
level in the Stanford-Binet. This test appeers in various forms ifi a
number of recent intelligence.exaninations.

In Pyle's mental examination it Appears a .a digit-leiter test: in'
tille National, scale A, Form 1, at ti hieroglyphic-numeral test, in tiag-
gerty, Data 1, as a picture-number test, and in the Otis 'group intel-
ligéince, scale primary examination, 'Form. A, as a picturb ( fruit) °

Ì, o

ror typographical cenQnience, .only 8 blanks ire show*
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symbol test. In all these tests, howbvér, the fundamental principle
is the same.

Test five in the Beta is a member checking test. A paired series
of 50 nurabtrs are presented. In half the series the first and second
part of the pairs are identical, in the other half there are differences.
The subject is required ,to check the i'dentical pairs. This test is
similtir to test 4 in the Alpha, which, as already pointed out, is related
to the various ,likeness and difference tests of tilt Stanford-Binet
scale, and to the many fQrmb of the same and opposites tests that
have later developed in group testing. Many of these, as pointed
out above in the discussion of the Alpha same-opposites test, have
closely followed the Beta model, requiring the identification of
names, symbols, and numbers/ The number checking test has% also
been used in trade tests measuring the probable abilities of clerical
workers.

The sixth element of the Beta series is a picture-completion teat
of 20 items. This type of test has already been discussed in our #.
'consideration of the Stanford-Binet examination, and as has been ,..

poizted out it is finding extensive use to-day in group tests devised
particularly for children in the lower school grades.

The seventh element pf Beta is called "geometric& construction."
It is an adaptation of the form-board test reduced to pencil and paper.
There are 10 separate items, each item consisting of a blank square
at the left, and various smaller geometrical figures at the' right.
These smaller figures fit exactly into the square if properly placed
The subjeceof the test is to'indicate by drawing lines in the square
just what this arrangement should be. This test is found also in
Mentimeter 2, the instructions reading: "Draw lines in the large,
figure at the right in such a way as to make 4of it the figures
at the left." A similar test is found in Deai.born, Series grades
4-9.

V.-RECENT GROUP TESTS. .

In the Stanford-Binet and in the Army group tests are to be
found in some form most of the elements employed in the group
tests now in use. Some of these parts have been taken over with-
out change, while others .haave been modified in various respects.
However, Certain elements iii recent', group tests are -sufficiently
uAlike those found in. the earlier tests to warrant d. escription. and
comment. *,

Ono of the most important of these is the olgeriie cotncompletion
test. This test was devised by .E143inghaus. about 1905 in connee-:
tiont with his inVestigations. of,1 'igue, among schr;o1 children in
the City of Breslau, Germany. L used. by its originator the test
consisted pf paragraph in 'which syllables were elided 0,1
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was required te supply these omitted syllables. Terman later UsedIbis test but omitted words in the place .of syllables. He did not,
however, include it in the Stanford-Binet. This test subsequently
appeared In the form of a series of sentences in which the omissions
became more and more difficult to supply. In this form it was
standardized by Trabue as a language test, ana again worked over
and restandardized by Kelley. In its present form it appears to
be one of the best measures' of intellectual ability thai have so far
been devised.

A typical Jorm of this test appears in Miller's Wisconsin, ex-
amination. Twenty sentences are ginn, ranging from easy to dif-
ficult, as, fore example:

1. The dog black.
20. should prevail in churches andAllbrarles.
It is found in this same form in nearly a dozen other examina-

tions."
This test is used in its original farm as devised by Ebbinghaus

. (word completion) in the aPressey %Indiana Mental Survey, Scale 1.
It is combined with 'an opPosite test by Dearborn," as follows:

Supply words meaning the opposite of uanderlined words:
1. We had a hot summer and a winter.
24. The ignorant believed; the

He also uses it hi connection with disarranged ,proverbs in the fol-
lowing way:

Rearrange and supply the missing words:
1. In time saves stitch

ar
10. Does make a Mallow not one

One of the objections in the use of this test is encountered in the
fact that it-is flifficult to score on an absblutely objective standard,
since it is frequently possible

. .

to make completions reasonably sen-
sible by "employing any one bf a number of words. Take for ex-
ample. the follow ing sentence : " man not invest

in --------- securities."
It may be filled in thus: "A wise man win not invest money in

wildcat securities." Or thus: "A foolish. man does not invest money
in 8ound securities." Or thus: " bu8ine88 man should not 'divest
much in speculative securities." Or thus: " poor. man can not
invest earnings in expen8ive 'securities."

These variations may be multiplied almost indefinitely. ri
dently sortie of the substitutions that matte sense are better than

u See ¡Particularly: Nailonid,. Scale A, Form I: Whipple's Grammar Grades; Smith'sUniversity of Montana, High School and College Test ; Smith 'College Intelligence Tests;
TM:intone .Collegii Tests ; Thorndike High School Seniors and Mega Freshmen Testa:Brown University Psychological Examinations.
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others, but how much better ? It is here that the opinion of the
person correcting the test plays an important part, and introduces an
element of uncertainty into the scoring. In order to avoid this un-
-certainty the following variation of the test is used in Otis Advanced
Examination, Form A :

Once upon a- there was a (time, place, man.)
The person taking the test is instructed to underline. the word
he parentheses that belongs in the blank space. A similv device
ed in the Smith College Test, Series 2. While this method.

es the scoring of the test entirely objéttive it materiallY changes
its character and greatly reduces its difficulty.

Another important test ,that 41as been added to reCent group in-
telligence examinations is taken directly from one of the school
attainment tests. It, is a reading test and appears in a number of
forms. In the Thorndike High School senior and College Fresh:.
men Examination, a paragraph of rather difficult prose is followed
by a number of questions based on the paragraph. This same form
is used in the Batson South Dakota High School Tests. In Mend-
meter 2 the test is as follows.:

If the oscillation of the pendulum were not facilitated bi any other force
than gravity, what would be the effect upon their amplitude? It would
gradually be flagellated, augmented, swaged, criminished.

Check the best reply.

Although this is classed as a. reading test *¡t is at the same time
a range of information test, a vocabulary test, and a directions test.
However, reading is such a complex activity that it is difficult to
employ a test that measures it in any simple and direct way.

In the various forms of the Binet test and in the Army tests some
atbempt has been made to measure what 'may be termed, for want of a
better name, rational ability. Howeverras has already been pointed
out above, many items in these tests are not concerned in any direct°
way with complex mental processes. In recent group tots a number
of elements are found . that are specifically intended to measure
these abilities. *Some have a place in the earlier tests 'already dis-
.cussed, while others are novel in fprrn if not in principlp.

Among the tests that seek specifically to get at the element of
thinking. in a response to* a. mental. examination, those which are
relatively independent of specific past experience should bé given
an important place. Many tests that involve reasoning ability. are
so tied down to 'detailed knowledge. that it is difficult 'to detenitine
how much is. actually due io acquisition (If a definite sort.: and- how
much is due to the factors of analysis, selection, judgment, and so .on..
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For example, thé essential attributes test, quite frequently employed
r in various forms " demarkis abilities that go beyond mere memory and

knowledge of facts and of words arid their significance. However,it is essentially conditioned on such knowledge. An example of this,
test id as follows, taken from National, Scale A, Form 1:

In each tow draw a line under each of the two words-that tell what the thingalways fias :

1. Elephant (circus, ears, hay, keeper, trunk).
24. Fiction (falsehood, hero, imagination, impossibility, invention).

A variation (Otis Self-Administering, Higher Exaininations,
Form A) instructs the person taking the test to cross out among a
number of words the one which does not belong in art series, as fol-
lows:

A. bird does not always have ( ?)
1. wings, 2. eyes, 3. feathers, 4. a nest, 5. a bill.

The essential attributes test is the same in principle as the various
classifications tests, previously discussed. In the majority of these,verbal knowledge plays a very important pait.

"See: National, Scale A, Form 1: Prow Indiana Mental Buivey, 13ale 1; Whipple'sGrammer Gradm, Otis Self Administerinj, Higher Examinations, Form A.
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